ABSTRACT. Let U be the unit polydisc and T its distinguished 2 boundary. If E C T is a set of positive measure and the restriction to E of a function / in H (U ) is given then an algorithm to recapture /is developed.
extension of this f to U will also be denoted by /; then for z2 e U, f(*2) = iuoW2r
Such functions / are holomorphic L2(T)-valued functions on U and the relation f(r2e ) -»/(0j, 02) as r2 -»1 holds for a.e. pointwise convergence and also for mean convergence [3, p. 186] . Thus the functions /(0j» &2) and /02) above determine each other. The (normalized) Haar measures on T and T2 will be denoted by r»l and m2 respectively, and when there is no risk of confusion öTOjföj) will be shortened to d&l etc. For z e U, 6 e T, let K(z, 0) = (eie + z)/(eie -z) and P = Re K.
Lemma 1. Let E C T2, m2(E) > 0. For A > 0 snrf (Zj, z2) e (/2 ae/ine /A(zj. z2) = expj^ log(l + \)ffEP(zv el)K{z2, e^dd^e^.
Then we have the following'.
(a) For all (Zj, *2) e U2, 1 < |/x(zp z2)| < yJQ. + A).
(b) Tiere exists a set ACT with m^A) = 1 s«c<& fiat" for every 6^ £ A and for every z2 £ U, the limit l\(0v z2)= lim <x(rje'01, z2)
rl"*1 ex/'s/s area" for each 0j € A, the function <x(0j, •) is holomorphic in U.
(c) For each 0j e A, the limit tj$v 62) = lim *x(0 r2ei62) i.e. values of / on F x 7*. The second step of going from F x T to T x T now follows easily. We proceed basically as in the first step, but we interchange the roles of the 0j-and $2-coordinates and employ the appropriate substitute for L2.
The original set E is now replaced by E' = F x 7*. Recalling the relationship that F bears to E (Lemma 4), we see that the set F' which corresponds in a similar way (but with 0j» $2 interchanged) to E' can be chosen to be T itself! Thus a theorem such as Theorem 1 with suitable changes will lead us to / on TxF'=TxT. This is the sought-for second step, and the algorithm for recapturing / is complete. We will prove that the first member of (2) equals /^Zj, *2) and hence if the second member of (2) is denoted by <p(zlt *2) the proof of (a) will be complete.
Since that the left member of (2) is in fact /x(Zj, z2).
(b) From the proof in (a), we see that <p(Zj, z2) = (Mf, ezl)ez2)) and hence
Let us now define L_ to be the subspace 1/ € I/: /(to, «)= 0 for all m < 0i» P <\, the orthogonal projection of L2 onto L2 , S the Toeplitz operator on L2 corre- In the last step we used results similar to Lemmas 2 and 3 for (/ + AS )~ . From (3) it now follows that as A -» «>,
It is easy to see that (<p, hje^^e^) equals the inner product in H2^}1) of 1 2 rp(«, z2) with *xezV" ^e P100* *S ^n*s*le<^ by observing that if u, v e H2(Ul) and «r(e,ff)= «(re'5) and i>f is similarly defined then the product (u, v e*1') is the limit as r -»1 of Moreover for n > 1 even when such a function / exists an explicit formula for / does not seem to be known. It would thus appear that a proof on the lines suggested by Wainger is not possible for n > 1 and that recourse to the techniques such as the ones used in the present work is necessary.
(2) The Theorem 1 above can easily be generalized to functions in H2(Tn) with n > 2. The algorithm to recapture the function takes n steps and the generalization does not need any new ideas.
